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ALL IN THE STATE OF MIND

If you think you are beaten, you are.
If you think you dare not, you don't.
If you would like to win, but think you can't,
It's almost a cinch you won't.
If you think you'll lose, you're lost,
For out in the world you'll find
Success begins with a fellow's will.
It's all in the state of mind.

Full many a race is lost
Ere ever a step is run.
And many a coward fails
Ere even his work is begun.
Think big and your deeds will grow,
Think small, and you'll fall behind;
Think that you can, and you will—
It's all in the state of mind.

If yOu think you're outclassed, you are,
You've got to think high to rise.
You've got to be sure of yourself before

You can ever win a prize.
Life's battles don't always go
To the stronger or faster man,
For sooner or later the man who wins
Is the fellow who thinks he can.



LOOKING WITHIN

A great deal is being written and said in
this day and age about Mind-Power and its
possibilities. Every College, University,

School of Learning is commencing to teach

or at least talk about Psychology or Mental

Science. This is due to the fact that we
are living in an age of Mental awakening,
of inquisitiveness, of wanting to know the

why and wherefore of all the "miraculous"

things happening all around us. Mankind

is realizing more and more the so-called

"unexplainable, supernatural, mysterious"

phenomena of the past are in reality based

upon exact Mental Laws, which produced

them. We are seeing things in a different

light. We are more and more shaking off

the shackles of laziness, indifference and the

old fashioned idea of "Let George Do It."
There are many bright, efficient and

tireless men and women out among the

masses today who are spreading the Gospel

of Truth by tearing down the evil of Mys
ticism, superstition and its appendage of

Human suffering.
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Slowly, but surely, we are commencing
to realize that we are deliberately, although
often ignorantly, violating universal Laws,
which, by so doing, causes us to suffer men
tally as well as physically. Little by little
we give Credit to Jesus, The Master, for
saying: "Ye shall know the Truth and the
Truth shall make ye free." For we are
commencing to get glimpses of the Truth,
by tearing down the veil of superstition and
ignorance and we are realizing more and
more the truth of the Bible's statement:
"As a man soweth, so shall he also reap."

In other words, many of us have awak
ened to the fact that we, ourselves, and not

God, are to blame for our misery, troubles,

unhappiness, discontent, disease, poverty,
etc.

This is a very good sign and all who have
realized that they themselves are at fault
will naturally look for the remedy. That

is
,

they will search for the Truth that sets
us free. Most people are always prone to
blame someone else for their misfortunes,

and if they cannot blame some neighbor or
acquaintance, they naturally say that God

made them suffer, for someone else "must"
be at fault.
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Shifting the responsibility of our troubles
on someone else does not help us any. On
the contrary, it only makes them worse,

because as long as we have not learned to

depend on ourselves, we are at the mercy of

the other fellow. But just as soon as we
realize that we "are the Sons of God and

God is within us and the Kingdom of
Heaven among us" we are on the High
Road to Success, Happiness, Health, Pros

perity, Long Life and Contentment. Be
cause when that realization comes to us we
at once start to look for the remedy in the

right place. And that is "within us." Man
is created in the image and likeness of God
and must therefore be perfect. This is true.
The Sprit within is part and parcel of God,
is God in fact, and perforce is perfect. It
follows, then, that the spiritual part of man

needs no help. It is the personification of
our Creator. What then needs help? Our
mental apparatus, governing our physical
or material part, must be brought to a reali
zation and understanding of God's perfect
Laws, i. e., Universal Laws. Violating
these Laws with impunity, through ignor
ance, lack of understanding, laziness, etc.,
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will in all cases bring suffering, physical as
well as mental.

Now, God never intended any of His
Children to suffer, providing they lived up
to His Universal Laws. Jesus, the Christ,
stated this plainly when He said: "Ye shall
know the truth and it shall make ye free."
He proceeded to preach and teach these
Laws to the people so that understanding
might come to them and they would recog
nize the Truth and thereby become free.
Because, when we obey the Laws we

remain free, and when we see and know
the Truth and follow it we are obeying
the Laws of God. It is therefore up to us
to search and look until we find the door
that leads us into the pastures of happiness,
health, success, wealth and peace. Because,

unless you make an effort to find the Truth,

you will remain outside the door that leads
to the Kingdom of Heaven. God has given
man an independent will, to do as he pleases,
to procure his own salvation or happiness

and He has thereby left it squarely up to
him as to what he wants. "Seek and ye
shall find, knock and the door shall be

opened unto You." The trouble that has
been with man is, that he has been told to
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ask everything he wanted from God (mostly
a personal God) without making an effort
to use the instrument God gave him to help
himself. He has been led to believe that
by praying to an external being, of super
natural origin, he would be heard and all his
wishes granted, without him doing his part
or using any effort of his own. Naturally
he has ever been disappointed and has lost
faith in that kind of a God, and has started
to search for a new God or simply stayed
away from church and become antagonistic.
The church is to blame for the falling off in
man, perhaps of nearly 60 per cent of former
followers. Why? Because it has failed to
explain to the people that "God is within
us" and that we have the instrument and
power within to create that which we de
sire, providing we use this power in con
formity with the Universal Laws of the
Creator.

Jesus tried to explain this to the people.
Many heard Him, but few understood, and
this fact no doubt caused Him to exclaim:
"Many are called, but few are chosen." To
understand ourselves, then, is all that is

necessary to a realization of the unlimited
possibilities of our own powers. There
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fore, it shall be my endeavor to tell you how
you may use the Power God gave you for
your own benefit, as well as your fellow
man (who is also a Son of God), and fol
low the Master's footsteps and so create for
yourself and others perfect Health, Happi
ness and Success.

YOUR MENTAL APPARATUS
It is now a recognized scientific fact that
man has two minds. One of these is called
the reasoning mind and has its seat in the
Brain. It governs the conscious actions of
man. It has the faculty of perceiving all
things in the Material World and can ac
cept or reject any proposition at will. It
can deliberately send out its mental mes

sage and be perceived at any distance. This
is called the Conscious Mind.

The other mind has its seat nowhere in

any particular organ of the body, but seems

to penetrate and permeate the entire body,

like a hand filling out a glove. This mind
has charge of the involuntary actions of

many organs. It never sleeps, but is
always alert and on the job. It does all
things it is told to do without questioning.
It cannot reason like the Conscious Mind.
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This is called the Soul or Subconscious
Mind.

The actions of these two minds are ex
actly like a wireless apparatus. The Con
scious Mind is the broadcasting station or
apparatus and the Subconscious Mind is
the receiving station. Man can at Will
send out impulses or thoughts in a similar
manner as the broadcasting machine sends
out music, speeches, etc., and make an im

pression on the receiving station or sub
conscious mind or minds of other people.
A thought properly broadcasted will pro
duce action, by the receiving station or sub

conscious mind of the person or persons re
ceiving it. This, of course, will depend
upon the force, velocity or power with
which it is sent out through the Ether or
Atmosphere.

Thoughts are vibrations set up in Uni
versal Mind or Creative energy. They are
of course invisible, but so are the vibra

tions sent up by the wireless broadcasting
apparatus. And yet, we perceive them three
thousand or more miles away and under

stand the message clearly. When we think

positively we send out a Mental vibration

that makes itself felt and the impression
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-upon the subconscious mind or receiving
station is clear and distinct and causes
action in the individual. If the thought is
negative, it is weak, wobbly, uncertain and,
while it makes a slight impression, it is not
understood and cannot therefore be acted
upon.

The reason some broadcasting machines
can send vibrations many thousand miles
and have them clearly understood, is be
cause there is a tremendous voltage behind
the impulse or vibrating diaphragm that
pushes the sounds forward with enormous
force. When the vibrations are in transit
they are recorded by any receiving set or
diaphragm that happens to tune in with the
broadcasting machine. If the voltage or
pushpower were of a low type or weak, the
impulse or vibration set up in the Ether
would not travel far and the receiving in
strument would not receive the message
clearly, could not understand it and of
course could not act upon it. This often
happens and is partly the cause of much
unintelligible noise and confusion in the
receiver. Of course, atmospheric condi
tions are responsible for part of this. Now,

man has no such handicaps as conditions
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in the atmosphere to overcome. He can
send his wireless message at any time, night
or day, and have it received and understood
and acted upon. The only thing man has
to do is to create sufficient voltage or push-
power to send his thought vibrations out.
He can send them out to one individual and
be understood, without anyone else per
ceiving them or able to intercept, or to any
number of people at the same time. In
sending a wireless- thought-vibration to any
individual it can be done with or without
the consent of the latter. This must be
understood, however, and if it is done with
out his consent, it must be done at a certain
time, when his receiving station is wide
open. This is fully explained in my Course
in Auto-Science, personal or Home Study.

MENTAL VOLTAGE
Voltage is not electricity, as so many
people suppose. It is that push-power,
that force, that causes electrical particles
to move. The greater the push-power, the
more friction is set up and the faster the
particles move. Mental voltage means the
power or force behind the thought-vibra
tion. We know the different thoughts
vibrate to a certain rate of speed. It has
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been established beyond a doubt that every
emotion (thought) of man, like joy, love,
happiness, anger, hate, jealousy, envy, pov
erty, etc., have a different rate of vibration.
The more force or voltage man puts back of
his thoughts, the better impression he makes
upon the receiving station of the other
fellow.
We are constantly influenced by the
thoughts of our fellow beings and are
always caused to act accordingly. If we
were told that we were the puppets of other
people's mental vibrations or suggestions
we would resent it greatly, but it is never
theless true.

For example: Someone has died in your
immediate neighborhood; you go to pay
your last respects to the deceased and you
see the family crying and desolate, looking
for sympathy, and your heart or mind goes
out in sympathy to them.

You go to church and see an impressive
ceremony or hear an inspiring sermon and

your mental attitude becomes pious, meek

and full of repentance. Go with a bunch
of "Devil-may-care merrymakers," ready to

have a good time, and someone proposes

some crazy stunt, and you are right' with
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them, heart and soul. This is true in all
things and is chiefly due to the fact that we
do not know how to protect our receiving
station from accepting and acting on men
tal vibrations received from others. In
other words, we are negative. What is the
remedy? We must create a positive mental
attitude. We must create will-power and
self-confidence. This produces push-power
or mental voltage. It will enable us to
protect ourselves against the acceptance of

other people's thoughts or ideas as well as
to send our own ideas or thought-vibrations
with sufficient force to the other fellow's
mind and bring about in him the action
we desire.

Self-confidence is lacking in ninety per
cent of the people. Will-power is equally
absent. Yet both can be developed. With
out self-confidence we are negative, weak,

vacillating, not living, just existing. We
have a wishbone instead of a backbone.

Having no will-power of our own we are
forced to do the other fellow's will. So,
let's get busy and create self-confidence,

will-power and positiveness. Let's be able
to stand on our own "hind legs," let's have
a backbone instead of a wishbone. Wishing
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never gets a man anything. When we have
will-power, self-confidence and a positive
mind we have created push-power, mental

voltage and are able to assume a different
station in life. We command instead of
obey meekly. A man with mental voltage
plus an understanding of how to broad
cast his mind properly can have anything
he wants. He is happy, healthy, wealthy,
successful, and knows he is living life to its
fullest.

BRINGING THINGS TO YOU
Inasmuch as we are human beings, live
and have intercourse with our fellow man,
we must expect to get our happiness from
him while in this sojourn. We can no more
be independent of our fellow humans and

enjoy life as reversing the Law of Gravi
tation. No, we depend on each other for

everything we want. One produces one

thing, another something else. You need
what someone else has and he needs what

you have. Therefore we exchange service

for value received and vice versa. But some

people get more value for their service than

others. Why is this? Because they attract
more to them. They have created a repu

tation. They have will-power, mental volt
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age. They are magnetic. Everybody wants
them or their services. They radiate suc
cess, good-will, kindness, firmness, justice,
power. They attract, because they are pos
itive. They always give value received.
They believe in the Golden Rule. You can
do the same. Train your mind; become the
ruler of your own Kingdom. Get away
from selfish thoughts, they bring you no
good. They are negative. Get out of the
rut, start a new habit. Do it now. Today
is opportunity, tomorrow prophecy. The
world of possibilities is in front of you. You
can attract whatever you want to you.
Get your mind right and all is right.
Mind or thought directed into proper chan
nels in the proper manner will create the
things you desire. You will get people with
similar minds to help you get what you
want. Broadcast love, peace, harmony and
good-will and watch results. Send out your
thoughts with a "Punch" behind them. Stop
worrying. Don't doubt. Have Faith. With
Faith all things are possible, without Faith

you remain a failure. Believe that it can be

done and you will do it.

Eliminate all negative thoughts abso

lutely and success is yours. Things will
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come to you if you broadcast properly.
What others have done, you can do.

I submit a few letters of students who
have taken my course in Auto-Science and
the remarkable results of broadcasting by
mental wireless after only a few days of
practice. I shall select a few of thousands of
similar letters with a variety of experiments
to show that your thoughts can be used to
bring every imaginable thing to you. By
doing as the students did, they helped them
selves and others. They did not violate
any of God's laws. On the contrary, they
but worked in conjunction with the God
within. They did not sit down idly and ex
pect God to do it all for them. They be
lieved, and correctly, that: "God helps those
who help themselves." They used their
God-given faculties and made an effort, and
in so doing brought about things they never
could have gotten if they had not acted and
used their spiritual and mental powers.
Auto-Science teaches you all these things
and hundreds more.
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MR. AND MRS. PHINNEY OF CIN
CINNATI, OHIO, CHANGED A
DRUNKARD AND OBTAINED
A GOOD POSITION BY MEN
TAL WIRELESS. READ
THEIR LETTER:

November 27, 1923.

"After taking your course in Auto-Science
we had some wonderful demonstrations
within a few days. We are friends of a
family where the husband drank and spent
all of his earnings on other people and left
his family in want. Mrs. Phinney was
able to change this man within one week,
so that he now turns all his checks over to
his family, and this is the first time in his
life that he has done this. This demonstra
tion alone was worth more than a thousand
times the price of the course to us. I was
out of a position at the time I took your
course, and before I had finished I had a
position I wanted and am making more
money than I ever did. The course in
Auto-Science is worth many times the price
you ask, and to anyone wishing to do good,
and have health and prosperity, we recom

mend your course above all others, and we

have taken other courses but could not
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demonstrate them. Auto-Science will bring
demonstrations at once if instructions are
followed as given, as your instructions are
so simple that any child can understand
them."— O. B. Phinney and Mrs. O. B.
Phinney, No. 5 Lincoln Terrace, Walnut
Hills, Cincinnati, Ohio.

MR. GATES OF CINCINNATI, OHIO,
DEMONSTRATES IN A REMARK
ABLE WAY OVER CARBUN
CLES, BY "MENTAL
WIRELESS"

"After taking Dr. Feyrer's class in Auto-
Science and before I had reasonable time to
master it

,

one of the men in the foundry
where I am employed came to me and said
his neck pained him to turn his head. I
gave him a treatment as Dr. Feyrer had ex
plained to us in his healing class, and when

I had finished the man could turn his head
easily and without pain. He was greatly
worked up over the results. After giving
him two more treatments I discovered he
had a large carbuncle on the spinal cord of

the neck. I sent him to a surgeon to have

it lanced. He told the surgeon he had only
noticed it in the last five days. The sur
geon said he could not understand how a
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carbuncle could be ready to lance in five
days when it usually took from two to three
months. He is still guessing.

"After taking other courses, I cannot un
derstand how Dr. Feyrer can give his
classes so reasonable for the value re
ceived."—Daniel Gates, 1419 Apjones, Cin
cinnati.

TRIPLED BUSINESS IN ONE WEEK
BY BROADCASTING MENTALLY
AND HEALED A VERY BAD
CASE OF NEURITIS

"Here are two of the many experiences I
have had in following your instructions: In
my business I find it a wonderful help. I
almost tripled my business last week over
the week before. This is the truth.

"A girl that works for me had a very bad
case of neuritis. She could not turn her
head without turning the body. She had
trouble for some time. I gave her five
treatments and the pain was all gone and

she feels fine."—Miss M. E. Woody, Meri-
dan Beauty Shop, 826 State Life Building,
Indianapolis.
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MRS. LAURA ROELL USES HER
MENTAL WIRELESS TO
OVERCOME FEAR

"Before taking Dr. Feyrer's class I was
timid, afraid and a coward. One night I
dreamed my husband was in danger. I
woke up shaking in every bone, then I did
what Dr. Feyrer had told me to do. I be
came calm, got dressed (this was 1 :30 a.m.)
and went out to find whether my husband
had met with an accident. I met a thief
who was breaking in several squares from
my home. He came towards me. I stood
still, looked at him not a bit afraid, walked
on and found my husband in good spirits,
but very much surprised at my courage. I
feel lifted up and more happy." — Mrs.
Laura Roell, 124 West Third St., Newport,
Kentucky.

MRS. CARSON BROADCASTED FOR
A RABBIT AND APPLES AND
RECEIVED THEM

Mrs. Geo. W. Carson, 314 E. Ross Ave.,
St. Bernard, O., told of using the Auto-
Science concentration method in broad
casting for a rabbit and some apples. The
rabbit was brought within two hours, and
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two bushels of apples were brought to her
without charge.

SOLD GAS RANGE BY MENTAL
WIRELESS

Mr. F. A. Tucker, 3139 Graceland Ave.,
Indianapolis, told the audience at one of
Dr. Feyrer's public lectures that for six
weeks he had advertised a gas range for
sale, with no results. Through the use of
Auto-Science concentration, thirty people
called to buy the range and he sold it at
the price he asked. He also used the con
centration method on the night before call
ing on prospects and found he could sell
them every time.

COLLECTS DEBTS BY USE OF
MENTAL WIRELESS

Mr. E. M. Peterson, 1031 Elm Street,
Indianapolis, made a public statement that
through the use of Auto-Science debts were

paid which had been charged to profit and
loss for three years. Another man stated
publicly that a bill for $18.75 which was
more than a year old and which was consid
ered lost, was collected by means of the

Auto-Science method.
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DEMONSTRATES MENTAL WIRE
LESS 1500 MILES DISTANT

January 25, 1924.

"I wish to state that your course delivers
the goods, plain and practical, without non
essential frills.
"On last Saturday I practiced a telepathy
stunt on a person 1,500 miles distant. The
circumstances of what I desired him to do
and what I later found he did do, proves to
me beyond a shadow of doubt that it was
result of what I had learned to do through
instructions of your course.
"Words can't express the value of your
course, as my who^e viewpoint of life has
been changed and ideas clarified."—Law
rence Lynch, 404 East Tenth St., Kansas

City, Mo.

DEMONSTRATION OF $5,000 IN
STANTLY BY THE USE OF
MENTAL WIRELESS

"I esteem it a pleasure to say a few words
in appreciation of your wonderful method

of Auto-Science. As you well know, even

before I had taken your first lesson through
the privilege of appropriating one of your
principles I had made a demonstration that
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involved the sum of $5,000. This was for
value received, however, and was not used

for the purpose of personal gain, as the law
of compensation is too certain to tamper

with it. This was merely on a deal where
the original consideration had been $10,000
and the party concerned had decided to

only invest $5,000 'til I applied 'Impulsion,'
which, thanks to your teachings, proved it

works. God speed your work wherever

open doors are offered. With personal ap
preciation, believe me, Fred Geitz, Jr.,
Maryland Hotel, St. Louis, Missouri."

LOCATES FRIEND AND COLLECTS
$300 BY MENTAL WIRELESS
"May I tell you how pleased I am that
I have had the privilege of your teaching
in Auto-Science? I have got that which I
long have been searching for, and it was

given in such a way that all could under
stand. I have made two demonstrations that
prove positively that it works. I hunted a
friend whom I had not heard from for al
most a year. I sent a message to her.
saying: 'Mary, please let me know where
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you are.' In three days I received a letter
reading thus : 'Dear Sarah, I am writing you
a few lines to let you know that I am lo
cated in Richmond, Virginia, for the win
ter.' Answering my question absolutely.

"A man who lives 140 miles from here
has owed me $300 for two years. I concen
trated for two nights, wrote him a friendly
letter, mentioning the debt. Yesterday I
received a letter from him saying that he
would send me a check for $150 and a note
for $150 in a few days. Have since received
money and note."—Sarah R. Young, 4346
Olive St., St. Louis, Missouri.

DEMONSTRATES HEALTH AND
PROSPERITY THROUGH
MENTAL WIRELESS

"This letter is written in a spirit of great
appreciation for your wonderful work; hav
ing been a student of the subject you so
skillfully handled for many years, I feel no
hesitancy in saying to all that they cannot
afford at any cost to lose the opportunity
of taking the Auto-Science course of in

struction. If one week of Auto-Science will
enable one to accomplish what twenty years
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of other methods failed to do, then Auto-
Science is worth $25.00. Thanks to you,
I am positively demonstrating health and
prosperity. The St. Louis class is dress
ing up right now for your return."—Nina
R. Warner, 4538a Laclede Ave., St. Louis,

Missouri.

HEALS MOTHER BY MENTAL
WIRELESS

"I certainly feel very grateful indeed to
the person who so graciously sent me the
announcement of Dr. Feyrer's lectures. I
read fully the Auto-Science News and was
very deeply impressed by same, and as my
mother had been a constant sufferer for
many years with nervous trouble, decided
to try the healing, which gave instant re
lief. Words are inadequate to express the
gratitude we all feel for this wonderful
work. I would not take many times the
price of what I have gained in this class,
as I think Dr. Feyrer a most wonderful
teacher, and could not recommend too

highly to anyone seeking such practical
knowledge."—Mrs. Robert Schneider, 1109
Broadway, Kansas City, Missouri.
The foregoing are just a few examples
of what can be accomplished by using the
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Auto-Science Method of Broadcasting the
Mental Wireless.

I have thousands of similar letters of
things accomplished by using Thought-
vibrations, but space forbids printing them.
The following are three actual experi
ments you can use at once and they will
demonstrate to you that Thoughts are
things.

PSYCHIC CURE FOR HICCOUGHS

How often have your children hiccoughs,
and it seems that nothing will stop them?
How many times have you met a friend
with a distressing hiccough? You told him
to take a drink of water, you slapped him
on the back, and still it would not stop.
Here is an absolute remedy for young and
old, male or female. Try it !

Stand in front of patient and look at the
bridge of his nose. Do not blink your eyes.
Then tell him to raise his right hand as high
as he can until it becomes a slight strain.
Make him hold this position for one min
ute. Then have him close his eyes. Make
three passes or movements in contact across
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the throat of the patient in a partially
downward direction with your fingers.

Then have him open his eyes and the
worst case of hiccoughs has disappeared.

TRY THIS! IT WORKS!

PSYCHIC ALARM CLOCK

Do you have trouble in arising at a regu
lar time in the morning? Are you often
late for work, because you don't hear the
alarm clock? Do you have to go to work
without breakfast because of getting up
late? Do you have to run for the street
car to get to work on time? If you have
or had any of these troubles, here is the

remedy. Try this:

Upon retiring at night and just before
going to sleep say to yourself audibly over
and over until you fall asleep:

I will arise (say 6 o'clock or mention
whatever time is convenient).

Do not say: "I will awaken;" you will
awaken all right, but there is a difference
between simple awakening and getting ac
tually out of bed and dressing.
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If you do this for a week or two, your
subconscious mind will have formed the
habit and you need not bother any further
consciously.
Whatever time you wish to arise, simply
mention, as instructed. Also, whenever
you wish to remember an appointment or
date, simply sit down a minute, relax and
say to your subconscious mind: "I will re
member my appointment in time to meet
it."
Repeat six or eight times.

THE PROOF OF THOUGHT
VIBRATION

The proof of the fact that Thoughts are
an actual Force is found in the following
experiment :

Take an ordinary thread, black, about 8
inches in length. Tie a darning needle or
ring of your own or a small piece of metal
of any kind to one end. Then grasp the
other end of the thread between thumb and
forefinger of your right hand. Extend the
arm, without supporting same on table or
chair. Hold it perfectly still. Do not move
it in the slightest. Your arm is now ex
tended with the thread and the metal article
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hanging down from your thumb and fore

finger. Now think of someone you love.
If you do not happen to love anyone in
particular send Love-Thoughts to someone

anyhow. In a few seconds the article on
the end of the string will start to swing
around and around in an ever-increasing
circle. These are Love-Thoughts. They vi
brate in circles. Now change your thought
to Hate. Send Hateful Thoughts to some
one you don't like. See what happens! The

article changes its vibration from the cir

cular to a motion from left to right, or, as we

call it
,

"To and Fro."

Now change your Thought to something
material like a chair, table, watch or other

things, and the vibration ceases altogether
or will scarcely vibrate at all.

What has happened? Love and Hate are
not material things, neither are Thoughts;
therefore, they are Spiritual and one and

the same thing.

Material things are so low in vibration

that Thoughts have little or no influence

over them except as to their creation.
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WHAT OUR SEATTLE CLASS
STUDENTS SAY

Seattle, Washington,
September 22, 1924.

Dear Dr. E. C. Feyrer:
We, the undersigned Seattle Auto-Science Class,
at the conclusion of your Class work in Auto-
Science (a new and simplified system of practical
mind power), held September 8, 9, 10, 11, 12 in
The Masonic Temple, Shrine Auditorium, Pine and
Harvard, Seattle, Washington, desire to express
our sincere appreciation for the great knowledge
imparted to us.
The teaching has inspired us to greater efforts to
aid suffering humanity and given us a practical,
scientific system that does the work.
Your demonstrations in the class room have
taught us more wonderful Truths about God, man
and The Universe than ever dreamed of by many
of us and the beauty of it is the seeing of one's self,
the actual cause and effect in operation which ban
ishes all element of doubt in the mind of the Stu
dent and leaves nothing to be taken for granted or
on purely Faith. The proof is absolutely shown.
Dr. Feyrer, you are a Master Mind (THE
WONDER MAN) in presenting this knowledge,
as proven by our interest shown at every moment.
For years many of us have devoted our time to
alleviating the ills of mankind and we now feel
that your system fills a long-sought want for which
countless thousands have longed.
We pledge you our loyalty, support and earnest
endeavor to hasten the day when Auto-Science will
lead the world in the Healing Art, as it surely will.

Signed :
R. E. Kittle, Director Dr. Harl T. Brown, President
Mary A. Goodall, Director Dr. F. L. Ball, Vice-President
J. Laurin Gillespie, Director Margaret Preher, Secretary
W. T. Houston, Director C. R. Watling, Treasurer
J. L. Field, Director
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